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PRIMITIVEIDEALSOF TWISTEDGROUPALGEBRAS
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OTHA L. BRITTON
ABSTRACT. E. Effros and F. Hahn have conjectured that if (G, Z) is
group, with G amenable,
then every primitive ideal of the associated C*-algebra arises as the kernel of
a second countable locally compact transformation

an irreducible representation

induced from a stability subgroup.

Effros and Hahn concerning this conjecture are extended
group algebra Ll(G, A; T, a), where

Results of

to include the twisted

A is a separable type I C*-algebra.

1. Introduction. Twisted group algebras in their most general setting were
introduced by Horst Leptin in [11], [12], and [13] (under the name of generalized group algebras) and independently by R. C. Busby and H. A. Smith in [4].
Included as special cases of twisted group algebras are the usual group algebras
(Ll(G) equipped with convolution and involution), transformation group algebras,
covariance algebras (which are studied in quantum physics) and the group algebras
of group extensions. One of the most important concepts in the theory of twisted
group algebras is that of induced representation. In [14], G. W. Mackey defined
this concept for the theory of unitary representations of locally compact groups
and studied the problem of trying to obtain all (up to equivalence) unitary representations of a group by inducing from certain subgroups. Mackey showed that
when a particular condition (which he called "regularly imbedded") is satisfied,
one may obtain all such representations in this manner, but that if this condition
is not satisfied, one cannot in general obtain all such representations. In [17],
M. Takesaki generalized this result to the case of covariance algebras, and in [10],
H. Leptin generalized this result to the case of twisted group algebras, but where
the element T in the twisting pair (T, a) (see §2) is multiplicative.
In the setting of transformation groups, E. Effros and F. Hahn conjectured
in [6] that even though it may be impossible to obtain all representations by inducing (from the desired subgroups), possibly one may at least obtain the primitive ideal space in this manner. Effros and Hahn obtained some results along this
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line, and we give a generalization of these results to the case of twisted group
algebras.
In §2, we give various definitions and other preliminary material needed in
the paper. The induced representations defined by Busby and Smith in [4] are
not general enough for the problem studied here, so in §3 we define an induced
representation which follows more closely the definition given by Takesaki in [17]
(and which reduces to it for covariance algebras). For rather special circumstances,
we also give a definition of induced representation along the lines of Effros and
Hahn in [6], and we show that under these circumstances, the two definitions
give rise to equivalent representations. In [10], H. Leptin does much of the
work that we present in the first part of §3, but he does not include the completely general case. (In particular, Leptin's work does not include all group extensions.) He also uses different notations and constructions throughout his work.
In §4, we obtain some results which are needed in proving the major
theorems of the paper. Included in §4 is a result concerning the problem of
obtaining the dual space of the twisted group algebra. It is an extension of results
presented by Takesaki in [17] and Leptin in [10].
4
The main results are presented in §5. The concern here is the conjecture
made by Effros and Hahn in [6]. The problem is to obtain the primitive ideal
space of the twisted group algebra and actually consists of two parts-kernel
containment in both directions. We present results for both parts of the problem.
In §6 we make some concluding remarks regarding possibilities of extending the results presented here.
This paper forms a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation written at
Drexel University under the direction of Professor Robert C. Busby.
2. Definitions and preliminary remarks. In the discussions and proofs in
this paper, we will need a number of definitions, theorems, and basic facts from
the literature, and we review some of these in this section. We first note that
throughout this paper, group will always mean locally compact second countable
group, and the algebra A will always be a separable C*-algebra.
Let G be a group. The mapping x —►U(x) from G into the unitary
operators on a separable Hubert space H is said to be a continuous unitary
representation of G if U(xy) = U(x)U(y) for every x,y EG and if for
every vGH,

IIU(x)v - U(x0)v\\-* 0 asx-*^0.
(We could replace the latter condition by weak measurability. See [16, Corollary,
p. 279].) We will usually drop the adjective "continuous". By a representation
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7T of a Banach *-algebra C on H, we mean a homomorphism of C into B(H)
(the space of bounded linear operators on H) satisfying n(a*) = n(a)* and
such that the linear span of n(QH is dense in H. The commutant of a set
F of operators in B(H), denoted F', is the set of elements in B(H) which
commute with every element of F. If it is a representation of C on H, n
is irreducible if 7r(C)' consists only of multiples of the identity operator on H.
Two representations irl on Hx and ir2 on H2 are equivalent if there exists
a unitary F mapping Hl onto //*2 such that Vn^a) = iJ2(a)V for all a G C
Similar definitions pertain to unitary representations of G. The efua/ space C
of Cis the space of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of C, equipped
with the quotient topology (see [5, §3.5]), and the primitive ideal space, Prim C, is
the space of kernels of irreducible representations, equipped with the hull-kernel

topology.(See [5, §3.1].)
Let A be, as usual, a separable C*-algebra. A double centralizer on A
is a pair (mv m2) of bounded linear mappings from A to A such that for
all a, b in A, aim^b) = (m2a)b. The double centralizers form an algebra M(A)
which contains an isomorphic copy of A as a closed two-sided ideal. Representations of A extend uniquely to representations of M(A). For details, see [2]

and [9].
We now state the definition of twisted group algebra as given in [4]. Let
dy and A be a left Haar measure for G and the corresponding modular function, respectively (see [16, p. 367]). Let Ll(G, A) be the Banach space (see
[8] ) of Bochner-integrable .4-valued functions on G (that is, functions which
are the limit almost everywhere of a sequence of "step functions" and whose
norms are integrable), and let Autt(^4) be the isometric »-automorphisms of A
with the strong topology. Let T be a Borel measurable mapping from G to
Autj(/4), and let a be a Borel map from G x G to the unitary double centralizers in M(A) such that
(1) [T(x)a(y, z)] a(x, yz) = a(x, y)a(xy, z),

(2) [T(x)1\y)a] a{x, y) = a{x, y) [T\xy)a],
(3) a(x, e) = a(e, y) = 1, 71(e)= 1
for all x, y, z in G and a in A, with e being the identity in G. Let p:
Autj(/1)—»-AutjO-O/Ä be the natural projection, where B is the subgroup of
AutjL4) consisting of inner automorphisms by unitaries. If AutjG4)/2? is given
the quotient topology, p will be continuous. If pT: G —►Autj04)/5 is continuous, (T, a) is called a twisting pair for G and A. We will always assume
that (T, a) is a twisting pair. Define a product and an involution, *, on

L\G,A) by

(#)(*) = fGf(y)[ny)h(y-lx)]a(y, y~1x)dy
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and

/*(*) - a(x, x-'riT^fÇx-^Aix-1).
The result is a Banach *-algebra which we denote by ¿'(G, A; T, a), the
twisted group algebra on G with values in A produced by the twisting pair

(T, a). We denote by C*(G, A;T, a)
L\G, A; T, á) (see [5, §2.7]).

the enveloping C*-algebra of

The proofs of our main results depend rather heavily upon being able to
apply the Corollary in [3]. For this, we need the concept of a smooth twisting
pair as defined by Busby. A twisting pair (T, a) is said to be smooth if the
following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) There is a neighborhood N of the identity e in G such that the
restrictions of T and a to N and N x N, respectively, are continuous.
(2) For each x in G, there is a neighborhood Nx of e in G such
that ßfx~l,y,x)
is continuous in Nx as a function of y, where ß(x, y, z) =
a(x, y)<x(xy, z).
The representations of Ll(G, A; T, a) are in a one-to-one correspondence
with pairs of the form (n, £/), where:
(1) it is a representation of A on H.
(2) U is a weakly measurable mapping from G to the unitary operators
on H such that U(x)U(y) = n(a(x, y))U(xy) for every x, y in G.

(3) U(x)n(a)U(x)*= ■n(T{x)d)for all x in G and a in A
Such pairs are called representing pairs for G and X. The one-to-one correspondence mentioned above is set up by L(f) = fGir(f(x))U(x)dx.
In this case
L is called the integrated form of (7r, C/). If Lx and ¿2 are the integrated
forms of (ffj, t/j) and (7r2, C/2), respectively, then a mapping V sets up an
equivalence between Lx and ¿2 if and only if V sets up an equivalence
between rrl and n2 and between £/j and U2. For details, see [4].
Let (T, a) be a twisting pair for G and ^4. By [4, Lemma 4.6], G acts
on the dual space A of A as a topological transformation group by [7r]x —
[ttx] , where nx(a) = ir(T(x)a) and [ct] denotes the equivalence class of it. If
[rr] e^4 , the subgroup Gff = {x S GI [7r] = [ttJ} is called the stability group
of n (or of [tt]). By [17, Theorem 2.4], if A is type I, then G acts as a
Borel transformation group on A, and the stability groups are closed subgroups
of G. If all stability groups are trivial, G is said to act freely on .4 .
We will also need the concept of quasi-invariant measures. Let G act on
a Borel space T as a Borel transformation group. Let ß be a measure on T,
and for each s GG, let s(ju) denote the measure defined by s(jjl)(E) = (i(Es)
for each Borel set E in T, where Es means the elements of E acted upon
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by s. If s(p) and p. are equivalent (in the sense of absolute continuity) for
all s EG, p. is said to be quasi-invariant. If the quasi-invariant measure p. satisfies

p(E) = 0 or p(T -E) = 0 for every Borel set E of T with p(E A Es) = 0
for every s G G, then p is said to be ergodic, where A here means the symmetric difference of sets. If p. is concentrated in an orbit, p is said to be transitive. We denote by X the Radon-Nikodym derivative of s(p) with respect to
p; that is,

ff(ys)Ky.
WKy)
=Jf(yW(y)
for all integrable Borel /. The function X satisfies the property

My. xy) = X(7,x)\(yx, y)
for every x, y in G and almost every 7 G T.

3. Induced representations. We give two definitions of induced representation. The first is a general definition that works in all twisted group algebras, and
the second makes no sense in the general setting but is extremely useful for our
purposes when it does make sense. We show that under special circumstances,
the two definitions give rise to equivalent representations, and we obtain other
results which are needed in later sections.

Let (G, A; T, 0) be a system such that A is a C*-algebra; G is a group;
and {T, a) is a twisting pair for G and A. Let (n, U) be a representing pair
for (G0, A; T, a) on a Hubert space H, where G0 is a closed subgroup of G.
Let fi bea quasi-invariant measure on the right coset space G/G0, and let X
denote the corresponding X-function (the Radon-Nikodym derivative of s(p)
with respect to p). Following the lead of Mackey in [15] and Takesaki in [17],
we now construct an induced representing pair for (G, A; T, a).
Define H to be all //-valued functions on G such that
(a) (f(x)\v) is a Borel function of x for every u G H, where (• I • )
means the inner product in H.

(b) f(xy) = ir(a(x, y)*)U(x)f(y) for every xGG0 and v G G.
(c) /o/Orjí/í*)!/^))^/1^)
< °°>where x is the coset of x.
The integral in property (c) is well defined because of property (b). Define an
inner product on ït by {fx\f2) = f(.fi{x)\f2(x))dp(x), where we identify functions equal almost everywhere. We then have that H is a Hilbert space. For
each a EA, define an operator if (a) on 71 by

@<fl)fXy)= Tr(T(y)a)f(y)
for all / G //, y G G. For each y G G, define an operator

U(y)

on H by
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(U(y)fXx)= Kx,y)M<*(x,y))f(xy)
for all f&H.x
GG. Note that ñ(a)f and U(y)f are indeed members of
//, for certainly properties (a) and (c) above are satisfied, and if x G G0, y G G,

then

(7T»/)(x>0 = ntn«J0«)/<*»0 = n(T(xy)a)n(a(:x,y)*)U(x)f(y)

= 7r([7-(^)a]a(^ 7WW/O)

- »r(a(je,
^)*M7'W7'(^)^(*)/(7)
= 7T(a(x,y)*)£/(x)7r(r(7)a)/(7)

= 7r(a(x,^)*)ü(xXír(a)/X^).
Also, if x G G0, 7, z G G, then
(í7(z)/)(xy)

= \(xy, z)%K{a(xy, z))f{xyz)

= X(y, zyAn(a(xy, z))rr(a(x, yz)*)U(x)f(yz)

= X(j>,z)Mo(x, y)*[T(x)a(y, z)])U(x)f(yz)
= X(y, z)M<*(x>y)*)U(x)Tt(a(y,z))f(yz)
= 7T(a(x,y)*)U(x)(U(z)f)(y),
so our assertion follows.

Theorem 3.1. (n, Ü) isa representing pair for (G, A; T, a).
Proof. Clearly ñ is a representation of A and U(x) is unitary for
each x. Thus we only need to show that (i) U(x)Ü(y) = ñ(a(x, y))U(xy), and

(ii) Ü(xßf(a)Ü(x)*= ñ(T(x)a). Equality(i) holds, for

(U(x)U(y)f)(z) = X(z,xYAi:(a(z,
x))(U(y)fXzx)
= X(z, x)*X(zx, y)1A*(c(z, x)yn{c(zx, y))f(zxy)

= X(z,xy)v'Ttanz)a(x, y)]a(z, xy))f(zxy)
= TT(T(z)a(x,y)W(xy)f)(z)

= (*((*(*,y))U(xy)f)(z).
Equality (ii) holds, for
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(Ü(x)ñ(a)f)(z) = X(z,x)'att(cx(z,x)Xff(a)/X»)
= X(z, x)'/2n(a(z, x)yn{T(zx)a)f(zx)

m X(z, XyÁiT(T(z)T(x)a)it(a(z,x))f(zx)

= ir(nz)T(x)a)(ÏÏ(x)f)(z)= (n(T(x)a)Ü(x)fXz).
Theorem 3.2. // (nl, Ux) and (tt2, U2) are equivalent representing
pairs for (G0, A; T, a), then (fiv Ux) and (jr2, U2) are equivalent.
Proof. Mackey [14, Theorem 2.1] has shown that the choice of quasiinvariant measure is unimportant as far as equivalence is concerned, so we may
assume that the same measure is used in obtaining both Çnv £/,) and (7r2, U2).
If V sets up an equivalence between (itl, Ux) and (7r2, £/2), then W defined
by (Wf)(x) = V(f(x)) sets up an equivalence between (55^, Ux) and (¡r2, U2),
for it is easy to show that W is a unitary between Hx and H2, and

(W^fXx)

= K(ír»/X*))

= V(rrl(T(x)a)f(x)) = n2(T(x)a)V(f(x))

= ir2(T(x)a)(Wf)(x) = (*2(a)Wf)(x).

Also,

(Wtf,O0/)(x)= nC^iW/X*)] =Mx,yïAV[*x(a(x,y))Ul{y)f{xy)]
= X(x,yyA*2(a(x,y))U2(y)V(f(xy)) = (U2(y)Wf)(x).
Clearly, if G0 is taken to be the trivial subgroup of G, then the induced
representation is determined by the representation n of A. In this case, the
induced representation is equivalent to the induced representation in the sense of
Busby and Smith in [4], and we denote these representations by I(tt).
We now give a definition of induced representation along the line of Effros
and Hahn in [6]. For this, we assume a is continuous. In this case, the space
of continuous functions with compact support, equipped with multiplication and
involution as in Ll(G, A; T, a), becomes a *-algebra, which we denote by
K(G, A ; T, a). Let 0 be a positive linear functional on K(G, A ; T, a). Then
0 defines a pseudo inner product on K(G, A;T, a) by (f\g) = <P(f*g). Let
N denote the set of functions / such that (/I/) = 0, and let //o(0) denote
the quotient space K(G, A ; T, a)/N. Then 0 defines an inner product on H0(<p).
Denote the completion of //o(0) by //(0), so that H($) is a Hilbert space. If
g G K(G, A; T, a), let g denote the equivalence class of g in H0(4>)- For each

/, g G K(G, A; T, a), define L(<p)(f)g = {fg)'. We show that 1(0) can be
extended to a representation of Ll(G, A; T, a) by exhibiting a representing pair
(itó, Ué) for which ¿(0) is the integrated form.
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Let a G A. For each feK(G, A; T, a), define 7T0(a) by ff0(a)/' =
(a/)' where (af)(y) = a/(y) for each y in G. For each s in G, define

#„(*) by U¿s)f = (*/)', where feOO) = (.IXsM^yMi. s"1/) for each
y in G. We will abuse the notation and write 7r0(a)/ and UAs)f for computational purposes.

Lemma 3.3. (n^, £/0) as defined above extends uniquely to a representing

pair for (G, A; T, a) on H(<t>).
Proof. We first show that 7r0 can be extended to a representation of A.
It is clear that, for each a in A, ^(a) is a linear operator on //o(0). We
show that ^(a) is bounded and hence can be extended to H(<p). Note that
(a/)*(a/) =/*(a*a/).
Let k = (||a||2 -a*a)'/j. (Here we are treating elements of
A as though they were in the double centralizer algebra M(A).) The function k

exists since Ha*a||= ||a||2. Now k G M(A), so (kf), defined by (kf)(x) =
kf(x), is an element of K(G, A ; T, a). For each x in G,

[(*/)•(*/)](*)=/(*/)*0')(7'O)(WO-^))aO, JT1*)^
=¡A(y-1)a(y, y-l)*(T(yXkf)(y-l)*)(T(y)(kf)(y-lx))a(y,

y~lx)dy

=/AO"1)aO, ^-I)*(7Xy)C/ü'-1)***)X70'X*/0'"l*)))«Ü'.
Z"1*)*»
=/A(7"1)a(7,v-1)*r(>')(/(>'_1)*fc*^'0'"1Jc))aO'.J>'"1^^

=/A(>-,)aO,

y-l)*T(y)[f(y-l)*(\\a\\2 -a*a)f(y~lx)]«f>.y'jrWy

- ||a||2JaO"1 )aC,/"' i*^)^"1

)*/(y"^))aO,y~lx) dy

-/AC"1 )aO, v-1)*(7tv)/O-1)*)70')(a*a(/-(y-,x)))aO, y~lx)dy

= \\a\\2f*f{x)-f*(a*af){x).

Hence(a/)*(«Z)+ (kf)*(kf) - ||a||2/*/, so ||(a/)'||2 + ||(fr/)'||2 = ll«ll2ll/"llj.
Then Wiflf)'^ < ||a|| ||/'||0

and 7r0(a) is continuous. Now for g, f in

tf(G, ¿; r, a), **(a/) = (a**)*/, so

(^(a)f\g) = 0fe*(a/))= m*i)*f) = (/'l(a^)')0 = (/'l^(a*)g')0.
Thus 7r0 becomes a representation of A on //(0).
We now show that for each s in G, 6r0(s) is unitary. First note that for

h G K{G,A; T, a) and v in G,
(C/0(S)/O*(.y)= a(y, 7"1)*[7'(>')((£/0(^)(v-1)*)]
= «(JCJ"1)*^)!^)^"1^1)^-

A^"1)
*~1/~,)]*A(y~1)

= aC. 7"1)*n>')(a(s. J"V"')*7'(s)'!(s"V"1)*)A(rI).
Thus, for each h, g in tf(G, /I; 7*,o),
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= f{a(y,y-l)*T(y)(a(s,
r^^I^'V"')*)^"1}}
• {T(y)[T(s)g(s-ly-1x)a(s,

s"1 v-1*)]^,/"'*)}

¿v

= fa(y,y~l)*T(y)a(s, r1y1)*«0. x)T(yx)h((ysT1)*
* T(ys)g((ys)~lx)a(y, s)*T(y)a(s, (ys)~ix)a(y,y~1x)dy

= fA(s)a(y, y~x)*T(y)ois,iys)~l)*oiy, s)a(ys, rV1^)
' T(ys)g(iysT1x)a(y,

= fa(yS-\

x)*T(y)a(s, (ys)~lx)a(y, y~lx) dy

sy-l)*1Xys-l}a(s. y-^afys'1,

' T(y)giy-*x)a(ys-1,

s)a(y,y~1)h*(y)

j)*7X.ys_1)tt(«,y'^yf1,

= fh*(y)(T(y)g(y-lx))a(ys-1,

sy~1x)dy

s)*TXyS-1)ct(s>y~1x)a(ys-1,sy~1x)dy

- fhWny)*Ür~lxMy. y~lx)dy= h*g(x).
Hence (Uj,(s)g'lUJ(s)h\ - {g'lh')^ and i/0(s) is unitary and extends to a
unitary operator on //(0).
Finally, it is easy to show that UJ(pc)UAy) = vr0(a(jc,y))U^{xy) and
í/0(x)7r(í)(a)C/í)(x)*= it^Tfäa)
for every x, y in G and a in A. Therefore
(7Î0, C/0) is indeed a representing pair.

Lemma 3.4. With notation as before, Z(0) is the integrated form of
(7^, Uq) and hence extends uniquely to a representation of LX(G, A; T, a) on

//(0).
Proof.

For each f, g in K(G, A; T, a) and x in G,

(&)(*)= /M^JiO'^Ky.

y~1x)dy

= fa¿fmu¿y)g)(x)dy,
so L(W) = i*<!Lfíy))u¿y)dy.
We now define 0 in a special way and show that the resulting £(0) is
unitarily equivalent to the induced representation in our sense. Let n be a
representation of A on H, and let vGH with ||u|| = 1. For each / in
K(G, A; T, a), define 0(/) = (7r(/(e))u|u). The function 0 is clearly a linear

functional on K(G, A ; T, a). We have

/V(e)= //•Ü'XW/Of'Mj'. Z"1)*
- jAor-^Kroo/or1))^.Z-1)]•[(AZí/CZ"1))«^, y1)] dy.
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Thus,

0CT7)= ¡¿(y-'mOXyVfy-'^iy,

y'1)}^[(^/(Z-1))^,

y1)] vyfy>o.

We may therefore use 0 to define a representation L(4>) of L1(G, A; T, a) on

//(0).
Theorem 3.5. Let n be an irreducible representation of A onaHilbert
space H. Let vGH with \\v\\= 1. Define $(f) = (it(f(e))v\v) for each fe
K(G,A;T, a). Let Z,(0) denote the representation of L1(G, A; T, a) defined
by 0. // the stability group of ff is trivial, then /(ff) and ¿(0) are unitarily
equivalent.

Proof. The Hubert space of I(ir) is L2(G, H, p). Define W:K(G, A)
-+L2(G,H,p)
by

W(f)(x)- kx, x-1)M(T(x)f(x-l)Mx, *_>.
We show that the closure of W sets up the desired equivalence. Note that

X(sf,rV-*)X(s, i) = ^

* > X(s,r) = X(s,s"1).

X(s, f)

Now

ff(st)X(st,r's-^Xis, t)dp(s)= Jf(s)\(s, s-^dpQi).
But

ff(st)Xst,rV^xc«, t)dp(s)= ff(st)Xs,s-^dpçs).
But this means that X(s, s~1)dp(s) is a right-invariant measure, so \(s, s~1)dp(s)

= A(s_1)ds. (See [16, p. 36].) Let /, g be in A:(G,4; T, a). Then

(W(/WGr))
=/(W(/X*)!*%)(*))*(*)
=f(K(x, x-iyAit(J(x)f(x-')oi{x,x~ly)v\\(x,x~lfA
• n(T(x)g(x-lWx, x^Mdpfx)

=/(ff [X(x,x-'XTQc)^-1 )a(x, x-^raxtfOr1

M*, x"1))] uli^x)

= (ff[/x(x, x">(x, x-1)*(7XxM^1)*)(7,(x)/(x-1 ))a(x, jT »y^W
= iff /A(x-1)a(x,x-I)*(r(x)g(x-1)*)(r(x)/(x-1))a(x,x-1)dx]u|ü)

- (n[fg*(xXT(x)f(x-l))a(x, x~l)dx^ v\v\

- W/ÏO)«I«0= #**/)= C/I*V
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Hence W is unitary if U(s)W = WU^s) and ff(a)W = W\,(a), where ¿(0)
and 7(ff) are the integrated forms of (ff0, £/0) and (n, U), respectively. This
is because /(ff) is irreducible. But

(U(s)Wf)(y)= X(y,s)M<*(y,s))(Wf)(ys)
= X(y, SyAX(ys,s-'y-^Maiy,

s)(T{ys)f{S-1y-l)yx{ys, s"1/"1))«

= X(^, Z"1),/2<(7'(Zj7,(s)/(s"1Z"1))a(^

= Hy, y-'t^ny^T^fis-'y-^s,

s)a(ys, s-ly~l))v

s^y'^My,

y-l))o

= Hy, y-l)y^(T(y)(U(s)fXy-1My, Z"1)»
= (W%(s)/)(Z)
and

(ff(a)^/)(v) = n(T(y)a)X(y, y-l)Mny)f{y~l)ot{y,

jT1»

= X(7,Z^M^ZXtfXZ"1)«^. Z-1))«
= XCy.Z"1),/2<7'(v)(ff0(a)/XZ"1)a(7, Z"1))" = (Wff0(«)/XZJHence W sets up the desired equivalence.
4. Orbits of representations. We now investigate the relationship between
induced representations and orbits in the dual space A of A. If ff is an
irreducible representation of A, then the orbit of [ff] in A is {[ff°71(x)]|
x EG} where here the square brackets indicate equivalence class.

Lemma 4.1. Let G0 be a closed subgroup of G and let (ff, U) be a
representing pair for (G0, A ; T, a). Then for each s G G, the pair (irs, Us)
defined by ns(a) = n(T(s)a) and Us(x) = ff(a(s, x)a(sxs~l, s)*)£/(sxs-1) isa
representing pair for (s~1G0s, A; T, a).

Proof.

Let s G G and x = s~1x0s, where x0 G G0. Then

£/í(x)ff(7(s)a)^(x)* = Tr(a{s,x)a(x0, S)*)t/(x0)ff(r(s)a)t/(x0)*ff(a(*o' s)«(s, x)*)
= ff(a(s, x))ff(a(x0, s)*^,,)7^)*]^'

s)M<*(s. *)*)

= ff(a(s, x)[7(x0, s)a]a(s, x)*) - ff(a(s, x) [T(sx)a] a(s, x)*)

= n(T(s)T(x)a) - ffî(7'(x)a).

If ^ = x"Vo*. J'o E Go>then
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*s(a(x, y)Ws(xy) = n(T(s)a(x, y)Ma(s, xy)a{X(iy0, s)*)C/(x0v0)

= ff(a(s,x)a(sx, ZMWo- s)M*o> y0)*)u(x0)U(y0)
= ff(a(s, x)a(sx, y){[T(x0)a(y0,

s)] a(x0, y0s)}*)U(x0)U(y0)

= ff(a(s, x)a(sx, y)a(x0, y0s)*T(x0)a(y0, s)*)U(x0)U(y0)

= ff(a(s,x)a(sx. ZM*o> J'o^í^oMaOo.

s)*)U(y0)

= ff(a(s, x)a(sx, Z)a(x0, y0s)*)U(x0)n(a(s, v)*)ff(a(s, v)a(y0, s)*)t/(y0)
= ff(a(s, x)a(^. ZM*0> v0s)*[7{x0)a(s, y)*] )U(x0)Us(y).

But

a(s*. ZM*o- yos)*[T(x0)a(s, y)*]
= a(xQ, s)*[T(x0)a(s, y)]a(x0, y0s)a(x0, y0s)*[T(x0)a(s, y)*]
x0, s)*.

Thus, fff(û(x, y))Us(xy) = Us(x)Us(y), so (rrJ( £/,) is a representing pair.

Lemma 4.2. Let G0, (ff, £/) a«c? (ffí( £/,) be as in the previous lemma.
Then (ff", t/) is unitarily equivalent to (ffí( {/s).
Proof. We shall denote s~lG0s by G0(s). Let ju be the quasi-invariant
measure used to obtain (n, {/) and let X be its associated X-function. Let 0
be the 1-1 Borel set preserving mapping from G/GQ(s) onto G/G0 defined by

0(i) = G0st. For each Borel set E in G/G0(s), define p'(E) = p(jt>(E)). Now
0(£x) = <p(E)x for every x EG, so ju' is a quasi-invariant measure on G/G0(s),
and its associated X-function is defined by X'(i, x) = X(0(f), x); i.e., X'(r, x) =
X(si, x). Thus we may use p' to obtain (ns, Us).
Let H and Hs denote the Hubert spaces of the induced representing pairs
(îf, U) and (ns, Us), respectively. For each / G Z/^, define hfi) =

■n{a(s,s~li)*)f{s~lt). We now show that A/GÄi. Let xEG0,
A^x) = ff(a(s, s~ 'xZ)*)/^-^;')

= ff(a(s, s_1xy)*)/(s"~ 'xss- V)

= ff(a(s,s-'x^^ffírísMs-1^,

s~ VW/s-1**)/^-V)

= ff(a(s, s" 1x>')*)ff(r(s)a(s- !xs, s" V)*)?^,

= ff(a(j, s_1x7)*[r(s)a(s-,xs,
• ff(a(s, s~ly))hJy)

y EG. Then

s_1xs)a(x,s)*)C/(x)/(s-V)

s_1Z)*]<*(s,s-1xs)a(x, s)*)i/(x)
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= ff(a(s, s-1xy)*[jr(s)a(s-1xs, s-1Z)*]
• a(s, s~lxs)a(x, s)*[T(x)a(s, s~ly)])U(x)hf(y)
= ff(a(xj, s~ly)*a(x, s)*[T(x)a(s, s~ly)])U(x)hf(y)

= ff([r(x)a(s, s-ly)]a(x, /))*ir(n*)«(*. s-ly))U(x)hf(y)
= ff(a(x, y)*)U(x)hf(y).

Also

fc,GQ(hf(xMf(x))dp(x)= fc/G^fis-'x^ffs^x^dpix)

= /g/Go(í)(/«I/W)*'(0.
Thus,fy-G H.
Now, for each /G H define V:HS—*H

by K/- Ä,. We show that

V is the desired unitary mapping. V is onto, for if h EH, then Vf=h
where
/ is defined by /(x) = ff(a(s, x))/z(sx). We thus have that F is a unitary map-

ping from Hs onto H. Let fEHs.

(ff(a)F/)(0 = l(7fôf)l(afe s~10*)Aí~,0
= ff(a(s,s-1O*)ff(WTi~lf>0/(rld

= ff(a(s,s-itrjBjw*

t)*)ft*~l$

= 7i(_a(s,s-1t)*Xîrs(a)f)(s-1t)

= {Vñs{a)m).
Also
(&(x)F/)(í) = X(í, x),/jff(a(r, x))(F/)(tt)
= X(í, x)'/2ff(a(f, x))ff(a(s, s_1fx)*)/(s-1ix)

and

(K£/s(x)/X0= *(«& s-h)*)(Us(x)f){s-li)

= /(s-1?, x)Va(s, r^ty^jtipirh,
= X(f,x)'/2ff(a(s, s_1i)*a(s, s_1í)aa ^(s.
= X(í, x)'/2ff(a(í, x)a(s, s-1 íx)*)/(s_1 íx).

This completes the proof.

x))f{s~ltx)
s_1íx)*)/(s_1íx)
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Corollary
4.3. The induced representation I(tts) is unitarily equivalent
to /(ff) for every s EG. In particular, if ff is irreducible, then every element
in the orbit of [ff] induces the same (up to equivalence) representation.
We now turn our attention to the relationship of /(ff) to /(ff0), where
ff0 is an element in the support of ff. We show that, under special circumstances,
/(ff) and /(ff0), as well as another related representation, are weakly equivalent.
Suppose A is type I and (ff, U) is a factor representing pair for (G, A;T, a)
on H . Then, as shown in [17], there exist a Hubert space H and an ergodic,
A
,
A
quasi-invariant measure p on A suchthat Hn = L (A, H, p) and ff =
í¿TTydp(y) where, for almost every y, ny is a factor representation which is
quasi-equivalent to an element of y. Furthermore, by [5, §8.6.9], the support
of ff is the support of p. With this in mind, we state the following lemmas.

Lemma 4.4. If A is type I and p is an ergodic, quasi-invariant measure
A
A
on the dual space A of A, then the support of p is an orbit closure in A .
Proof.
The proof of [6, Lemma 1.1] and the discussion preceding [6,
Theorem 1.3] hold in the more general setting, so the lemma is true.
For every representation /, let ker / denote the kernel of L. Recall that

C*(G, A;T,a)

denotes the enveloping C*-algebraof LX(G,A; T, a).

Lemma 4.5. Suppose (T, a) is a smooth representing pair, and let ff be
a representation of A such that the support of it is an orbit closure, say
[ff0]G. Then /(ff) and /(ff0) are weakly equivalent.

Proof. Since ff0 G support of ff, rr0 is weakly contained in ff. Thus,
by [3, Corollary 1], /(ff0) is weakly contained in /(ff).
Now ff is weakly contained in its support, so /(ff) is weakly contained

in Z([ff0]G). Let f, G [ff0]G. Then, by [5, Theorem 3.4.10], fj is weakly
contained in [ff0]G. Thus /(f,) is weakly contained in I([n0]G). But by
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, /([ff0]G), up to equivalence, is just /(ff0). Hence /(fj)
is weakly contained in /(ff0). Let /(f) also denote the corresponding representa-

tion of C*(G, A; T, a). Then we have
(1) /(ff) is weakly contained in I([ir0]G) on C*(G, A; T, a), and
(2) if ?, G [ff0]G, /(ft) is weakly contained in /(ff0) on C*(G,A;T,a).
The above two statements (since we are now working on C*(G, A; T, a)) are
equivalent to saying

Q

(1)

ker /(ff) 3 [ff0]G ker /(f), and

(2)

ker /(f,) 2 ker /(ff0) if f, G [ff0]G.
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Now ff0 G [ff0]G, so [ff0]G ker /(f) = ker /(tt0) because of (2). Thus by (1),
ker /(ff) 3 ker /(ff0) on C*(G, A ; T, a); that is, /(ff) is weakly contained in /(ff0).
We immediately have the following corollary.

Corollary

4.6. With notations as in Lemma 4.5, ker /(ff) = ker /(ff0).

Let (ff, U) be a representing pair for (G, A ; T, a) on the Hilbert space
H. The Hilbert space of /(ff) is L2(G, H, p), where ju is a finite measure on
G with the same null sets as Haar measure. Let UL denote the representation
of G induced from the one-dimensional identity representation of {e} using
the measure p. (Thus UL is the ¡eft regular .representation of G.) Let Z,®
denote the integrated form of (ff ® /, U ® UL) where / denotes the identity
operator.

Theorem 4.7. With notation as above, /(ff) is unitarily equivalent to Z,®.

Proof. The Hilbert space of Z® is H®L2(G,p).
H2>L2(G,p)-+L2(G,H,p)
by W(f)(z) = i/(z)F(/)(z)

Define W:
for every z in G,

where V is the unitary mapping of H ® Z,2(G, /¿) onto Z,2(G, //, /i) which

satisfies VQi® £)(z) = g(z)h for every A G H and g-G Z.2(G,p). (See [5, p.
153, Corollary].) We show W sets up the desired equivalence. W is a unitary
mapping, for W is clearly linear and for every fvf2

G // ® L2(G, p),

W.Wa)) = /WiX*W3X*))<fe
= /wzWXzWTOOO)^
=/WiXzW2X*)>fe - Wi W2» = (/1l/a)Also, for every aG,4, hEH, gEL2(G,p)

and zGG,

W(ff(a)®I)(h®g)(z) = W(n(a)h®g)(z)=g(z)U(z)TT(a)h = g(z)n(T(z)a)U(z)h

= ff(7T(z)a)Gf(z)t/(zyO
= Ti(T(z)a)(W(h
®g)(z))= 0T(a)W(,h
®g)X¿)
and for s in G,

Wa)

® *7L(s)XA
®*)(z) = W(ü(s)A® ^(^)(z)

= (C/L(^)(z)i/(z)C/(s)Ä

= X(z,s)\(zs)C/(z)C/(s)Ä
= X(z,s)\(zs)ff(a(z, s))C/(zs)ft
= X(z, s)'/2ff(a(z,sMzs)U(zsyi
= X(z, s)'/2ff(o(z,s))W/(A®^)(zs)

= (t7(sF(Ä®g))(z).
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Since elements of the form h ® g are dense in H ®L2(G, p), W sets up the desired
equivalence.

Corollary
4.8. With notation as in Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.7, /(ff0)
is weakly equivalent to Z,®. {Hence ker Z(ff0) = ker Z®.)
In [15], G. W. Mackey showed that under special circumstances (i.e., when
the orbit space of G is countably separated) all representations of G (up to
equivalence) may be obtained by inducing from certain subgroups of G. In
[17], M. Takesaki generalized this result to include covariance algebras (i.e., where
a is trivial), and in [10], H. Leptin generalized the result to the twisted group
algebra case with T multiplicative. We give here an extension of this result to
the general twisted group algebra case.

Corollary
4.9. Let A be a type I C*-algebra, and suppose the orbit
space A /G is countably separated. Then every factor representing pair (ff, U)
of (G, A; T, a) is induced (up to equivalence) by a representing pair (it U )
A
II
of (Gy, A ; T, a) for some point y E A such that n is a factor representation which is quasi-equivalent to a member of y and Gy is the stability group

of y.
Proof. We do not give a proof here. The proof of [17, Theorem 6.1]
given by M. Takesaki may be modified to give a proof of this theorem. The
proof requires many preliminary results and technical lemmas whose proofs follow, for the most part, those of Takesaki. The introduction of a presents many
technical difficulties but does not drastically alter the techniques involved. Some
of the needed results are presented in the material which precedes the corollary.
For the person who is genuinely interested in seeing the details, see [1].
5. Primitive ideal spaces. This section is devoted to the study of the
primitive ideal space of the twisted group algebra L1(G, A; T, a). The goal is
to obtain the primitive ideal space of the twisted group algebra by inducing
representations from stability groups. We generalize some of the results of
Effros and Hahn in [6] to the general twisted group algebra case, and some to
the more restricted case where the cocycle a is continuous. The major difficulty
arises because the algebra A is not commutative. When A is commutative, the
dual space of A can be identified with the space of characters of A (that is,
complex-valued, nontrivial *-homomorphisms of A), so it is unnecessary to consider equivalence classes of representations of A. In the noncommutative case,
however, equivalence classes must be considered. This results in the problem of
having to choose the correct representative from the equivalence class and is one
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of the major reasons that Effros and Hahn's proofs break down in this setting.
Another major obstacle in generalizing the results to twisted group algebras (even
when A is commutative) is that when a is present, the twisted product of two
continuous functions with compact support need not be continuous. This is the
reason that part of our results require continuity of a.
We are now in position to prove the theorem which solves the first part of
our problem. A group G is said to be amenable if the left regular representa-

tion UL of C*(G) is faithful (that, has only zero in its kernel). Let K(G)
and K(G, A) denote the continuous functions (complex-valued and .4-valued,
respectively) with compact support. It is well known that these spaces are dense
in L1(G) and L1(G, A), respectively.

Theorem 5.1. Let A be type I. Let G be amenable and act freely on
A
.
A. Let L be an irreducible representation of L (G, A; T, a) (where (T, a) is
a smooth twisting pair) with corresponding representing pair (it, U). The support
A
of it in A is an orbit closure, say [ir0] G. In this case, L is weakly contained
in Z(ff0). (Hence, as representations of C*(G, A; T, a), ker/(ff0) Q ker L)
Proof. From Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.8, it suffices to show that L
is weakly contained in Z®, where Z® is the integrated form of (ff®/, U®UL),
UL being the left regular representation of G.
By [7, Lemma 3.4] and [6, p. 66], there exists a net of continuous positive

functional {q,} on K(G) such that q¡(f) = (W¿fpCt]x¡) and q¡(f) -* q(f)
for every / G K(G), where q is the positive functional on K(G) corresponding
to Haar measure on G and W¡ is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of
the left regular representation of C*(G). Thus, U¡, the representation of G corresponding to W{,is equivalent to a subrepresentation of UL. If Vi sets up
this equivalence then / ® V¡ sets up an equivalence between L¡, the integrated
form of (ff ® I¡, U ® U¿), and a subrepresentation of Z®. Hence Li is weakly
contained in Z® for each i.
Now let x and y be arbitrary vectors in the Hilbert space of Z. Then

for all fEK(G,A),

(L((f)(x®x,)|v®x,.)= f(W(s)W(s) ® Uffm(x®xf)|y®xf)&
= /(ff(J(s))C/(S)x|y)(^.(s)x|.lxi.)cfe.
Let g(s) = (TT(f(s))U(s)x\
y). Then g GK(G), so

fg(s)(Ui(s)xi\Xi)ds
= qfg)-> q(g)= fg(s)ds= (Z(/>|y).
Thus Z is weakly contained in {Z,} and hence in Z . This completes the proof.
We now investigate the second half of the problem; that is, with notations as
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in Theorem 5.1, we investigate the problem of determining whether /(ff0) is weakly
contained in Z. For this, it has, unfortunately, been necessary to use the idea of
induced representation in the sense of Effros and Hahn. This is the alternate definition of induced representation which we give in §3.
Before stating the main theorem, we need the following result. If Z is a
representation of Ll(G, A; T, a), let Z denote the corresponding representation

of C*(G,A; T, a).
Proposition 5.2. Let J be a closed ideal in C*(G, A; T, a), where a
is continuous. Suppose there exist positive functionals {(¡>(}and <f>of

K(G,A;T,a) suchthat J Ç kernel2(0,.) for each i and 0,(/) —*0(/) in
K(G,A;T,a). Then JQ kernel Z(0).
Proof. With a few minor modifications, the portion of the proof of [6,
Theorem 5.11] on p. 66 works in the more general setting.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose A is type I and G acts freely on A. Let P
be a primitive ideal of C*(G, A ; T, a), where a is continuous. If there exists
a representation L of L1(G, A; T, a) with kernel Z = P such that the corresponding representing pair (it, U) has U norm continuous, then P ÇZ
kernel / (ff0), where n0 is an element in the support of ff.
Proof. As pointed out in [17], we may assume without loss of generality
that ff and the central system of imprimitivity have uniform multiplicity «; i.e.,
we may assume that ff = í¿irydp(y) where n is a factor representation for
almost every y, and Hn = L2(A, H, p). Furthermore, by [17, Theorem 4.1]
and [1, Theorem 4.3], there exists a function W mapping A x G into the
unitary operators on H such that for almost every y in A ,

(U(s)f)(y) = X(y,s)iAW(y,s)f(ys)
for all fEHn, where X is the X-function corresponding to p.
Let v be an element of norm one in the Hilbert space H0 of n0, where
ff0 is any element in the support of ff. Let <p(f) = (ir0(f(e))v\v) for all
/ G K(G, A ; T, a). We show that 0 is the pointwise limit of positive functionals
associated with Z, and the theorem will follow from Proposition 5.2, since if #
is such a functional, then Z(0) is equivalent to a subrepresentation of Z.
Given /j, • • • ,fm in K(G, A;T, a) and e > 0, we show that there is
a positive functional p associated with Z which approximates 0 to within e
on the f¡. Choose a compact set C with support f¡QC for all i. As ff
and U are both norm continuous, we may choose a compact neighborhood N

of e in G such that \\Tr(f¡(s))U(s)
- ir(f¡(e))\\ < e/2 for all s in N. Let
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Cj — C~N. Since Cx is compact and G acts freely on A , there exists a
neighborhood Q of [ff0] such that QCXD Q is empty. Let R be a neighborhood of ff0 in the space of irreducible representations such that
\(o(fi(e))v\v) - (ir0(fi(e))v\v)\ < e/2 for every a in /?. Let 5 be the intersection of Q with the image of R in A. Let //J, be a Hilbert space such
that H = H0 ® Z/0, and let /0 be the identity on H'0. Take vx E H'0 of norm
one and form w = v ®vx. Then for every a in R,

\(Wi(e)) ® I0)w\w)- 0(/})l < e/2.
Since /? is a Polish space, there exists a measurable cross-section [a'y] in /?.
Let oy = o'y ® /0. For almost every 7, ff7 and oy are quasi-equivalent and
have the same multiplicity and hence, since A is type I, are equivalent. By [5,
Proposition 8.2.3], there exists a unitary V =î®V(y)dp(y) such that
V(y)oy(a)V(y)* = it (a) for every a in A and almost every y in S. Define
x(y) - V(y)w for every 7 in S and x(y) = 0 for all other 7 in A. Let
* = S®x(y)dp(y). We have that \(iry(fi(e))x(y)\x(y)) - <Kf,)\ < e/2 for almost
every 7 in S.

Choose £ G Z°°04, p) suchthat B > 0, ¡B(y)2dp(y) = 1, and 5 vanishes
outside of 5. Such a B exists since [ff0] G support of ju and [ff0] G S.

Define E = B/(ds(N))'A and p(f) = (L(f)Ex\Ex). We show that p has the
desired properties. Note that

M = fc«m)U(s)Ex\Ex)ds

= ícSjfr-fflÜMl* s)'AW(y,
s)E(ys)x(ys)\E(y)x(y))dp(y)ds
= fN(7T(fi(s))U(s)Ex\Ex)ds.
The last equality follows from the fact that x(7) = 0 if y £ S and if 7 G S
and s G C,, then s is not in 5, so x(7s) = 0. Let

Fi = fN«ftie))Ex\Ex)ds = (ff(/;.(e))5x|£c).
We have

\p(fi)- n = \fN(Wm)u(s) - ff(/Xe))]/rx|zrx)ds|
< fN\Hfi(s))U(s)-n(fi(e))\\(Ex\Ex)ds
< (e/2)fN(Ex\Ex)ds= (e/2)(/?x|Zix)

= (e/2)fS B(y)2(x(y)\x(y))dp(y)
= (e/2)fs B(y)2dp(y)
= e/2.
Furthermore
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\Ft- <Kfi)\= IOr(/-(e))J5x|Z?x)
- (ff0(/,(c))»lü)l
= |/sK(/(e))ß(7)x(7)IZi(7^(7)^(7)-/5Zi(7)2(ffo(/;(e))ü|I;)i/ju(7)|'

- \fs[(^(fi(e^(y^(^-(«o(fAe)»\v)}B(y)2dp(y)\
<(e/2)fsB(y)2dp(y)= el2.
Thus |p(/í)_0(/í)l<e.

This concludes the proof.

As a consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 we get the following corollary,
which includes as a special case a result obtained by Zeller-Meier in [18].

Corollary
5.4. //* G is discrete, amenable, and acts freely on A, with A
type L then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between orbit closures in À
and the primitive ideal space of C*(G, A ; T, a).
6. Conclusion. The problem of obtaining the dual space of the twisted group
algebra by inducing has been solved in the general setting if A is type I and G acts
smoothly on A. The problem of obtaining the primitive ideal space of C*(G,yl;j; a)
has been solved to a certain degree when the pair (T, a) is smooth. Part of the solution, however, required continuity of a. It appears that the same techniques can be
used even if a is not continuous by considering equivalent twisting pairs as was done
in [3], but we have thus far been unable to obtain the desired results in this way.
In [7], E. Gootman was able to relax the conditions of free action and norm
continuity required in Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 (for the transformation group case).
We see no immediate way to carry through Gootman's generalization to the twisted
group algebra case. The problem of generalizing free action causes complications
since if a is present or if A is not commutative, a a-representation of G is required
for the inducing so the one-dimensional identity representation cannot be used to
induce and it is not at all clear which o-representation should be used. To relax the
norm continuity condition, Gootman assumed the existence of a uniform eigenvector
for all U(s). We encounter difficulty here because we have to use equivalence classes
of representations of A and hence it is difficult to use a fixed vector throughout,
as one may see in our proof of Theorem 5.3.
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